Blashard Heads Radio, TV Office For Public Relations Department

Univ. To Increase TV Contributions

The Office of Director of Radio and Television Information at the University of Pennsylvania has been given a $10,000 television programming budget this year by Paul B. Blashard, its new head. The money is to be used for expanding the University's radio and television services to the public.

Blashard, 35, a graduate of the University of Illinois, was formerly an assistant professor at the University of Missouri. He succeeds Mr. G. W. Lytle, who resigned to accept a position with the Hall-Hall Co., a public relations firm.

Pennsylvania's First Public Relations Department

The University has appointed its first public relations department to coordinate its radio and television activities.

Blashard, who is also an alumnus of the University of Illinois, has been in charge of the radio and television department at the University of Missouri for the past three years.

He will receive a salary of $7,500 for his new position.

In addition to the $10,000 budget, the University has also given him a $10,000 annual allowance for his personal expenses. He will receive a salary of $7,500 for his new position.

PP To Give Little Sheba' This Week

The Pennsylvania Players will present "Little Sheba" on Tuesday evening, September 29, at the West Side Post Theater, 1300 W. Walnut St.

The play is a modern version of "The Prodigal Son" and is based on the life of a 17th century woman who escapes from her husband to pursue her own interests.

The production is under the direction of John B. Mace, director of the Pennsylvania Players, and will be presented by the students of the University of Pennsylvania.

Several students have been in charge of the production, including the stage manager, the business manager, and the lighting and sound crew.

Will Stage Carnival Tomorrow Evening

Delta Delta Delta will stage a carnival tomorrow evening in the University Museum, 3210 Locust St., in support of the Student Government Association's Carnival Committee.

Delta Delta Delta is one of the few women's fraternities at the University with a regular chapter. They have been in existence since 1883, and their members are known as "Delta Deltas." They were founded at the University of Pennsylvania.

They have established a tradition of excellence in both academics and extracurricular activities.

The carnival will feature games, food, and entertainment, and will be open to the public.

University Museum To Feature Display Of Indian Artwork

The University Museum will feature a display of Indian artwork from the region of the Mississippi Delta, including a collection of tepee specimens, shields, and other artifacts.

The exhibition is sponsored by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and is one of several displays being held this year to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the University of Pennsylvania.

The exhibition will be open to the public from September 29 to October 31.
Men's Health

Towards An Understanding

by Robert Manitz
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Quaker Linksmen Beat Columbia; Lose To Harvard In Triangular

Once again a triangular match was played by the members of Penn's Linksmen and Columbia fencing teams against the Quakers in a 0-0 tie on Thursday afternoon, when Columbia (1-3-3) upset 0-6 Penn. Despite strong efforts by the Quakers, they could not overcome the difficulties presented by their opponents.

The Penn fencers have disposed of the Lions as Columbia did a one over 23 to hold the score. Nealous had his head of top opposition, and in a score of 2 and 1 over Irenes, Columbia won by 1 and 1 over each of the Columbia fencers. Nealous had won on a 0-0 tie. Another double winner for Penn,

Netmen Look For Third Win Against Fords

Penn's varsity tennis team will play Harvard College today at the outdoor courts at the University. The match will be played on the outdoor courts on which to host the Tigers. The Penn fencers have resolved to meet the match and the Law School courts were held good.

Regular Lineups

Coach Wallace Johnson will probably use his regular lineup for the regular match with the exception that the 6th and 7th singles positions and the 3rd doubles combination might be changed. Johnson has been trying to cut the best possible combination lineup in those spots.

Capitalize Ralph Levitan will lead off in the number one position, followed by Bob May, who has been consistently taking in the performances for the top flight Blue. Howard Finsiel will be at number three, with Gerald Finsiel in the number four slot.

Possible Starters

As to whether Allen Johnson, Spencer Kiel, Claude Beaver, Greg Perkins, or Alan Finkelman will see action in singles or in third doubles is anybody's guess except Johnson.

Levantin and Finegan will probably combine their talents in the first doubles contest, but that is only a guess about what will happen up Levitan against Finsiel.

Modern Music Festival

MAY 23 and 24

Tickets on Sale at WXPN

University Jeweler's WANT TO HELP YOU CELEBRATE MOTHER'S DAY REMOVAL SPECIALS GALORE Choose An Appropriate Gift At UNIVERSITY JEWELERS 3459 WOODLAND AVENUE — Opposite College Hall NORM AND DAVE KAUFMAN, PROP.

MEN OF AMERICA

SUMMER JOB ON THE FARM

Steel blades flashing
On the rolling plain!

Through the golden grain.

Out where the crop is high,
You'll find a man
Stops to take big pleasure
When and where he can...

CHESTERFIELD

Best live-action show-
Washington wheat fields

Nothing satisfies like the BIG CLEAN TASTE OF TOP-TOBACCO

REGULAR KING

SAAB

of Sweden

Up to 40 Mi. Per Gal.

T. D. MOTORS

Authorized Dealer

Marshall and Hampden Road

Upper Darby, Pa.

MA 6-7787

Features of University Jewelers

1. Quality

2. Variety

3. Selection

4. Service

5. Merchandise from world-famous John Dowerer's

6. Antiques

7. Jewelry

8. Gifts

9. Gift Wrapping

10. Satisfaction

Removal Specials Galore

Choose An Appropriate Gift At University Jewelers

3459 Woodland Avenue — Opposite College Hall

Norm and Dave Kaufman, Prop.

Pennsylvania Anyone?

Erie Bradford / Olean Williamsonsport Altoona

For reservations see your travel agent or call Kingsley 5-2400 All Allegheny fliers carry air guardark to Japan

Ex-Fencing Coach Honored

Louis M. Ostel, a former head of the late Leonardi F. Torrem, Penn fencing coach from 1946 to 1952, and Dr. John Tubby, captain of the Quaker's 1938 fencing team, present the best of the latter to the University in the Palestra.

WAS HE A MAN OR THREE MICE?

Steve Whitaker was one of the most phenomenal split personalities ever created. But Steve Whitaker was split 3 ways. His analytical personality was doing the job of which the 3 Steve Whitakers should be permitted to survive.

Steve Whitaker I was neat, rude, and finishable. The only thing admirable about him was Van Hosen with whom he worked. He was a man in his work.

Steve Whitaker II talked to the analyst while removing him with a gun. During one session, as the doctor was working past the muscles of the neal, he noticed that Steve was wearing a particularly attractive sport coat. Further history showed it to be a Van Hosen.

Steve Whitaker III was a player. He'd walk into the office, look everywhere on the much and talk about country clubs and last weekend. He was a total bore. One day, the analyst noticed that the label on his esquire was Van Hosen.

Which of the 3 Whitakers did the analyst let survive? The answer is one of them. The wins doctor diagnosed that each of the 3 had only one redeeming feature—each wore one Van Hosen leisure wear garment. So he created a fourth Steve Whitaker. This last had the walking shorts of the first, the shirt of the second, and the sweater of Whitaker the third. He was a pattern of the style and common sense, and has been a useful citizen ever since.

You see, Van Hosen leisure wear is for your personality. It's coordinated. Black shirts, walking shorts, button jackets all designed to go together perfectly and give you a wonderful, unified look. At better stores everywhere, or write to Philadelphia Van Hosen Corp., 417 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, New York.

Steve Whitaker
The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all, a master of the air and no force exists. In addition, he has a firm background in engineering, electronics, auto-navigation and allied fields. Then, too, he must show outstanding quality of initiative, leadership and self reliance. He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for an important career in the new Air of Space.

As a college graduate, you will be given priority consideration for the Air Force Aviation Cadet Program. While openings are limited, you will be tested and advised immediately of qualification status. Find out if you qualify now. Paste the attached coupon on a post card and mail it now.

U. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Air Force Cadet Information, Dept. C-2
Box 7080, Washington 4, D. C.

Please send me complete details on your opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in the U. S. Air Force. I am a U. S. citizen, between the ages of 21 and 23, a member of the U. S. or jurisdiction. I am interested in a first class U. S. Air Force training.

Name ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______

Your kind of beer...real beer!

Nice: thing experts can say about a beer is that it tastes "round." no rough edges, a smooth harmony of flavors. Schaefer is really round. Its real beer...your kind of beer.